
Affordability 
and time 
The six hour 
house 



…a modular house manufacturer asks for design assistance 



…their “affordable” designs aren’t competing well in the market 
(apartment plans don’t make good house plans…) 



…their basic construction makes a more robust house than typical site building 



…the team proposes a few dozen designs, three enter production. This one is a 
10 day build 



…the grand opening at the sales center…the simple 
honest house has coach lights and fake shutters… we 
protest…I end up having to put my money where my 
mouth is…and buy a house on the spot to build it “our 
way” 



…after a month of rain delays, the house arrives on site to be placed on 
our foundations…the asphalt dampproofing is by me 



…the crane lifts and sets the completed entry/living room module 



…the company videotapes the process, donny and ruk coordinate from on top of the modules 



…Maggie’s bedroom bath module is set on the second floor, 
mirror is in place, toilet, towel bar too…Erin’s bedroom bath 
module is in the foreground on the first floor. The triangular gable 
roof closure is flipped down for shipping, but the whole roof will 
unfold in an hour or so. 





…simple plywood and bolt hinges allow roof pitches up to 12 in 12, a first for this builder! 



…Donny and Ruk have popped in the living room windows (the ones to the left without the tar paper 
flashing around them…something we’d have to fix later… 



…the crane sets the master bedroom/bath/laundry module  



…which needs a tiny bit of massaging to fit 



…it’s the tails from the overhangs that keep it from meeting Maggie’s module 
With the usual 1 inch gap between them 



…roofs unfold next, the basement is a full walkout, great light! 



…the crane grabs the roof on Maggie’s module to start unfolding it…
the kitchen dining module is just below, and my office is in the walkout 
level 



…Donny and Ruk set about popping in the windows in the Master bedroom, 
all the gable roof closure panels are flipped up and nailed off 



…with the windows in place the house is “dried in” …in under six hours! 



…30 days later, siding is done, porches done, paint done 
We get the c.o. and move in! 





…an architect tinkers with distinguishing details 



…an architect tinkers with distinguishing details 











…an architect tinkers with distinguishing details 



…an architect tinkers with distinguishing details… 
Ornament on time! (apologies to Loos) 



…replace the ugly gutter elbows with conductor heads made by a ductwork 
fabricator 





…its better now that it has a garden 








